
BATNA SINGLE BED

Kindly remove everything from the packaging  and 
lay all the pieces side by side, then organise all the 
hardware parts neatly

Gather the bed rails and at the end of the rail in-
sert the round barrel nut into the 2 holes as shown 
above, ensuring the hole faces forwards.

Gather both the head board and footboards and in-
set the round barrel nut into the holes behind the 
panels, ensuring the holes face forwards.

Gently take longer bed legs and align it up with the 
side of the head board, then connect the two pieces 
together with the wooden dowels.

Once the two pieces are connected insert the long 
metal bolt through the holes on the bed legs and 
turn the Alan key to tighten. Repeat steps for the 
footboard as well.

Gently raise the bed rail and line it up with the con-
structed bed head and insert the wooden dowel ei-
ther on the end of the rail or on the bed head then 
connect them together..
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Insert the two long metal bolts from behind the bed 
head until they meet the barrel nuts in the rail and 
turn to tighten.

Gently rest the bed rail on the floor and gather the 
constructed footboard of bed and connect it to the 
other end of the rail and repeat step 7.

Once the first bed rail has been assembled, repeat 
the same steps of the other bed rail. 

Once both bed rails have been assembled, carefully 
lay all the bed slats onto the grooves of the bed rails

To hold the frame of the bed in position, ensure you 
tighten the screws located on the slats positioned at 
the top and bottom ends of the bed and another in 
the centre.

Please note not all the slats are required to be fixed 
to the bed as long as the top middle and bottom 
slats are secured.
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